
 

  
Summer Art Assignment for Incoming 9th Grade Students 

 

We’ve enjoyed a wonderful, productive semester in the Art Studio, and, in 
September we’ll be beginning a new course of study. In order to keep your 
minds fresh and invigorated, this Summer Assignment aims to keep you 
thinking of fresh ways to depict the world around you through visual means. 
This assignment is wide open to your personal experiences and can be 
completed no matter where your summer takes you. In fact, if you are traveling 
this summer this assignment may help you to get the most out of your 
adventure.  This Summer Assignment welcomes creativity, insight and is wide 
open to individual interpretation. Complete the Summer Assignment in your 
visual journal.  Remember, it’s preferable to have a thick bound sketchbook to 
use as your visual journal. You may want to buy a new one if your old one is 
running out of pages, or falling apart. 

Explore Your World 

“At any given moment, no matter where you are, there are hundreds of 
things around you that are interesting and worth documenting.” 

 – Keri Smith 
 

Inspired by Keri Smith’s book How to Be an Explorer of the World, select five 
of the ten exploration topics to pursue and document in your visual journal.  
There may be topics that take you beyond your journal and ask you to collect 
objects, images or other things – so be open to the way that the assignment 
takes you. Draw when you want to, and write down your thoughts and ideas. 

 

1. Right Where You Are Sitting: Look for 10 minutes, then write or draw. (1 pg.) 

2. Daily Walk: Take a walk and record what you see, notice, experience.  (1 pg.) 

3. The First Thing You See: Select an object. Look closely. Document it.  (1 pg.) 

4. One Thing: Choose something. Look at it. Draw or write about it. (1 pg.) 

5. Case of Curiosities: Collect some tiny things and put them in a small box. 

6. Found Texture: Collect things with different textures. Save them. Make a list. 

7. Found Patterns: Collect things with different patterns. Save them. Make a list 
of where and when you found them. Photograph when it seems appropriate. 
 

8. Collecting Type: Select/Photograph different types. Make a collage of them.  

9. Your Favorite Street: Draw and/or write an entry about your spot.  (1 pg.) 

10. Small Thoughts: Write down your small thoughts throughout 1 week. 
Illustrate a few of the thoughts.  (1 pg.) 

        Bring your Summer Assignment (whatever format it takes) with you to our first class! 
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